Amateurs beat golf pros

The Colorado Amateur Cup Team came from behind to defeat the Colorado Professional Cup Team and win the 23rd running of the Colorado Cup Matches at Bear Creek Golf Club.

In the Colorado Senior Cup Matches, the amateur team prevailed, accumulating 28½ points to the pros’ 25½ in the combination individual and team event.

COLORADO CUP GOLF MATCHES

AMATEURS 13, PROS 11
(At Bear Creek Golf Club)

Singles Matches
- Craig Stephens def. a-Steve Ivan
- a-Ray Makloski def. Barry Jennings
- Jack Sommers def. a-Kent Moore
- Erroll Miller def. a-Rick Garber
- Scott Hart tie a-Rick Garber
- Stacey Hart def. a-Bill Boyd
- a-Zane Zwemke tie Jeff Fujimoto
- a-John Luoma def. Mike Northern
- Chris Johnson def. a-Scott Petersen
- a-Bobby Kalinowski def. Nigel Rouse
- Jeff Hanson tie a-Rick DeWitt
- Tom Woodard tie a-Mark Crabtree

Fourball Matches
- Jennings-Stephens def. a-Wash-Makloski
- a-Moore-Garber def. Sommers-Miller
- a-Fry-Boyd def. Hart-Hart
- a-Fujimoto-Luoma def. Zwemke-Northern
- a-Petersen-Kalinowski def. Johnson-Rouse
- Hanson-Woodard def. a-DeWitt-Crabtree

a-Denotes amateur